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Cameras to watch
campus' east end
By Jim WiiMrou
Staff Reporter
A two-camera system which would
survey the east half of the campus
from the lop ol the Library should be in
use next fall. Dale Shaffer, director of
Campus Safely, said yesterday
' Shaffer said the two cameras will
have four functions
-To help assure the safety of
pedestrians (rom assault.
-To help provide protection against
vandalism in parking lots.
-To monitor and help provide traffic
control at athletic events, especially
|l ' basketball and hockey games.
-To be used as a fire prevention
measure by possibly spotting fires
before they are noticed by anyone else
THE CAMERAS would cover most
of the area between the Education
Bldg and Mercer Koad and the area
between Ridge Street and Wooster
Street. Shaffer said
The cameras will be connected to
two nine-inch monitors in the Campus
Safety office and will be manned by
dispatchers around the clock, he said
The entire system will cost $20,000
Shaffer said $15,000 will be provided by
a federal grant through the administration of justice division
in
Columbus The other $5,000 will come
from the Campus Safety equipment
■ budget for this year.
Shaffer said a similar system has
been in use at Case-Western Reserve
University in Cleveland for about a
year
"Similar closed-circuit systems are
used at many large factories and
"•hospitals to monitor their parking lots
as protection against vandalism." he
added
The bids for the system should be in
by the end of June, he said "We hope
to have it installed this summer to be
muse for the fall." he added
HE SAID underground cables will
run from the cameras (o the monitors
in the Campus Safety office.
"The cameras are not such that we
could see into a window, but we could
see a person breaking into a car." he
said
He added that the cameras would
also work at night "The cameras can
perform to low light levels and will be
able to distinguish an object in total
darkness. ' Shaffer said
He said they will also be equipped
|< i with zoom lenses so the dispatcher will
be able to get a closer look at a
situation
Regarding the effect on crime

deterrence. Shaffer said, "1 would
think it would see much more than a
man on foot patrol We could cover
twice the area with the cameras and
then send a man to the trouble spot "
He added the cameras would be "a
supplement to the men on foot patrol,
not a replacement
"I HOPE it's dependable.
anticipate it will do everything
mentioned." he said

I
1

If the system is successful. Shaffer
said he will attempt to get a similar
system on the other end of the campus,
possibly locating the second system on
top of Offenhauer Towers
He said he hopes the cameras will

cut down the number of attempts at
vandalism and assaults
"Statistics show that crime
decreases as police coverage
increases," he said.
The cameras will be capable of
automatically scanning a 359-degree
radius from the top of the Library, he
said
He said he originally planned to
install the cameras near parking lot
six But he has since felt that they
would not be justified there The
number of complaints has dropped
from about 44 incidents of vandalism in
that area two years ago to about 11 per
quarter, because of increased
patrolling, he said

Dim
view

Newtohete by Suv.n L Hainan
Students studying in the library yesterday were momentarily 'caught in the
dark' at libraries across the country dimmed their lights in a symbolic protest
over a planned cutback in federal funding.

Communication school not feasible'
A School of Communication at (he
University is not feasible at the present
time, according to the report of an
exploratory committee released yesterday
The committee was appointed in
January. 1972 by University President
Hollis A Moore Jr Members were
chairman Dr Thomas Kinney. associate professor of English. Dr. John
I'ettibone. associate professor of
journalism, and Dr Raymond Tucker,
professor of speech
The committee submitted its final
report to the Academic Development
Evaluation Committee (ADECi March
20 with a 2-1 decision that the proposed
school is not feasible at this time.
THE DISSENTING vote was cast by
Dr Petttbone.
The report suggested that further
study of such a school involve designing a model to explain how the
school would operate and what academic areas should be included
The main problems the committee
dealt with were.
-A definition of "communication".
•-The possibility of a School of Communication increasing chances of
employment for graduates.
-The coordination of faculty from
existing departments (or the school
THE COMMITTEE attempted to define
"communication
and what
courses currently taught would fit the
definition, but no final decisions were
made.

..-,.,

Debate centered on whether
communication meant merely mass
communication-journalism, publishing and broadcasting-or any area
related to communication.
The broad definition would include
language theory: culture and the arts,
public relations, literature, drama,
advertising, psychology and sociology
of communications, and graphic, research and human communication
The committee concluded that "all
education involves communication of
one sort or another, and the biggest
problem facing a planning committee
would involve selection of the most
appropriate elements of the large number that might appropriately be connected."
THE COMMITTEE split on the qucs
tion of whether a School of Communication would increase a graduates
chances of employment.
One portion of the committee said
students would graduate from a professional school rather than from a
"major" and this would improve the

University's visibility and prestige in
the United States
But another part of the committee
said attaching another label to a graduate's record would not improve his or
her standing in the professional world
There is little evidence that proles
sional schools are rated that highly, it
said
The committee questioned whether
faculty members from existing departments would be willing to realign
themselves into a new school
One committee member said a division ol departments would sacrifice the
educational
effectiveness of
the
existing department.
According to the report, the committee sensed varying degrees of departmental defensiveness and felt there
was a large degree ol reluctance to
express commitment to support a
School of Communication due to historical and personal animosity between
members ol the speech and journalism
departments."
DR. LEE MIESLE, chairman of the

speech department, argues that speech
and other departments should not lie
disrupted unless highly valuable results could be obtained
According to the report, members ol
the speech department decided on June
1 there was no great wed for a School
ol Communication nor was there any
willingness to divide the speech dep.n t
nient to form the school
IN EFFECT, the exploratory committee has decided to set aside the
issue until a later date.
Dr I'ettibone opposed the decision
saying. This theme, simply stated, is
that there is no need to establish an
integrated communication unit on the
campus at the present tune, but thai
tomorrow might be a better time to
examine such an innovation
"Of course, this is nonsense Tomorrow is never a better time to invest i
gale new approaches to training programs
"Certainly tomorrow is not a good
time to create visibility when the
linage is declining because the univer-

4 issues defeated; 1 in doubt

Ohioans approve state lottery
COLUMBUS lAPI - Ohioans gave a
2-1 approval Tuesday to a proposal that
paved the way (or a state lottery.
Other issues, with one exception
were taking a resounding setback
Issue 6. which would authorize the
legislature to revise its operating rules
and require annual sessions, was receiving a slim favorable vote.
The lottery issue was never in doubt
from the time the first general recapitulation of votes arrived at the office of
Secretary of State Ted W Brown Its
margin increased throughout the night.
The measure would set up a ninemember commission to come up with a
proposal for a state lottery. Three

members would be appointed by the
house, three by the senate and three by
the governor
ISSUE t, a proposal to permit
municipalities and other political subdivisions to "quick take" land needed
for sewage and water improvements,
was defeated.
The constitution amendment proposal would have allowed governments
to make the improvements and decide
the cost in litigation later.
ISSUE J, a proposal that would have
removed from the constitution a provision prohibiting embezzlers from

holding public office, was defeated.
Sponsors said the provision was not
needed in the constitution since it was
covered by law.
ISSUE 4, which would have repealed
a constitutional provision that hadn t
been used since the 1850s, was also rejected
The provision requires a State
Supreme Court Commission to rule
upon qualifications of people holding
public office
Laws passed since those days have
made each house of the legislature
responsible for the qualifications ol its
own members

Student loses council race;
Wood County rejects lottery
By Dennis Seeds
Staff Reporter
Michael K Harris, senior (A&S),
was defeated 140 to 118 for the
Republican nomination for Ward I
councilman in yesterday's primary
election.
A total of 13.316 persons out of about
35,000 registered voters cast ballots in
Wood County. Only 33 persons in
precinct 1-C, including the University,
voted.

Newest
Wayne Embry, general manager of the Milwaukee Bucks
National Basketball Association team, said last night, 'I'm
too big to be a token.' He was speaking to about 75 persons
in the Union on 'What's Happening: A New Revolution in
Sports.' See related story, page throe.

sities in this and othn stales haw
failed to provide relevant avenues to
thinking and doing lor the student." he
said
AFTER STUDYING the proposal.
ADEC suggested to President Moore
that the proposal be deterred until the
entire issue ol academic reorgani/.i
tion is addressed by Dr Kenneth
Hothe provotl designate
Dr, Moore said vesterday. I'm a
little disappointed when 1 gel a report
that nyi lei i nol move ahead
He
said the report does not table the issue
forever, but only says we need to approach this in a different way
He said he thought it unrealistic to
wait In decide the fate ul the School of
Communication until the University is
academically reorganized a- ADEC
suggesled
I don't think we have to wail for
anything on such a grand scale before a
decision is made," he said
The School of Communications proposal will be a top priority when Dr
Hothe begins work at the University
June 1. Dr Moore said

In Ward I. Harris received 119 votes
to Delbert W. Brown's 140 The
incumbent first ward councilman is
Alvin Perkins (D).
In the Ward II Republican race.
Robert D.
Armstrong defeated
Frances R. Newby. 103 to 84 WaneU
Rodeheffer ID) is the second ward
incumbent councilwoman.

Harvey J. Zeigler defeated Charles
L
Codding for the third ward
Republican councilman nomination.
309 to SI The incumbent Ward III
councilman is Bruce Bellard (D).
The two renewal school levies were
both approved. Vote totals were:
4 2 mills yes. 2.472. no. 916
-4.3 mills yea. 2.479. no, 910.
Of the state issues. lane 1. which is
a cooftibjUoaal ami ■thrift to permit
the state to coodwet lotteries, was
defeated hi Wood County voting by
6.735 to 4.SC1
Issue 2 waa aa ameadmeat
preventing a delay la coaatractiag
water and eewer law* occarhaj whaa a
property owner protests through the
courts the amount of payment offered
by the public agency It was defeated
8.774 to 1.873 in Wood County.
Issue 3. a repeal of a redundant
section of the Ohio constitution.

prohibiting embezzlers from holding
office was defeated in Wood County
7.498 to 5.059
Issue 4 was defeated 5.879 to 5.609 in
Wood County.
The amendment
proposed the repeal of a section of the
Ohio constitution dealing with Ohio
Supreme Court Commissions
Issue 5 was also defeated in Wood
County. 6.752 to 4.828 The amendment
would have given the legislature the
power to amend Supreme Court rules
ol practice and procedure
The remaining two issues. 5A and 6.
were approved by Wood County voters.
6.853 to 5.223 and 7.095 to 4.642.
respectively.
Issue 5A would increase compensation for municipal and county court
judges Issue 6 is aimed at increasing
the efficiency of the administration,
organization and procedures of the
Ohio General Assembly

ISSUE 5. a proposal that would have
allowed Ihe general assembly to
amend court rules prescribed by the
Ohio Supreme Court, was defeated
Currently, under the modern courts
amendment approved by voters in 1968.
the legislature must reject the rules in
their entirely or allow them to go into
effect at the beginning ol the next fiscal year
ISSUE (,a constitutional amendment
that would allow the legislature to
revise its operating rules and require
annual sessions, was approved
The issue, in doubt earlier in the
evening,
got
support
from
metropolitan areas and had a 90.000VOte lead with 93 per cent nl the polling
places reported
Annual sessions of Ihe legislature
have been held in recent years, but
only because ol a requirement put into
the biennial appropriations bill
THE FATE OF ISSUE i-A. which
would allow municipal court judges to
receive pay increases during their
terms of office, was still in doubt when
The News went to press at I this
morning
With 7.352 of 12.790 polling places
reported. 357 998 persons had cast
ballots opposing the issue. 335.934 in
favor
VOTER TURNOUT was reported
light across the state Morning rain in
most areas further dampened an
already unenthusiaslic electorate.
In some areas, only the seven
proposed constitutional amendments
were on the ballot No local primaries
were held in Cleveland. Cincinnati.
Akron and Toledo
Spot checks of polling places
indicated Secretary of State Ted
Brown W3S correct in predicting voting
would be light.
He estimated that 32 per cent, or
1.680.000 of the 5.238.000 eligible voters,
would cast ballots.
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credibility?
Elliot L Richardson's pledge to appoint an outside
prosecutor to investigate the Watergate scandal if be is
confirmed as attorney general is the only viable solution if the
incident is to be cleared up.
Richardson said Monday he would not only appoint an
independent prosecutor, but will also seek approval for the
prosecutor from the Senate Judiciary Committee and the
entire Senate.
Richardson's words indicate that at least one of President
Nixon's staff is concerned with the credibility of the
administration.
In addition, Richardson said the prosecutor will report only
to him as attorney general.
Richardson might be a link in the administration's long road
to some semblance of credibility, since his announcement
implies Nixon will have no direct hand in the investigation.
Maybe this time a Nixon appointee can trudge through the
Watergate sludge and bring the American people to a better
understanding of its leaders.
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bfock convict for f/fe
Hobrrl locnran
<.ur«l I olumnim
one ni the mosi effective strategies
in society's psychological warfare
against blacks is In lurii as many of us
as possible into "criminals
There is no mare effective way ol
crushing and demoralizing ■< HUM than
lii arrest him, convict htm and send
him to jail
When he is eventually released, he is
defined as an ex-convicl for life, and as
such faces almost unsurmountablc
social and psychological problems
WE KNOW THAT the chief victims
ol this country's defective judicial
system are blacks-look at the
disproportionate number of blacks whci

swell the jails
This means that a Significant
number of our brothers and sisters are
either hung up in jail, or trying to make
it as ex-convicls on Ihe outside
As a result of being born black, we
are all familiar with second-class
conditions Add to this the social
stigma of being an ex convict, you have
a double edged oppressive device
While most of us have struggled with
feelings of inferiority and self hatred,
we know thai the black ex-prisoner
must bear an extra burden
THE EX CONVICT LABEL, like his
black skin, will be a permanent feature
of his life It will be like a curse, and it
will not be undone
The more blacks the white racist is

poster

bean jumping back?
By Nicholas voa Hoffman
In their free fall from power to
disgrace, the White House expellees
will drop past one Judge Woodrow
Bean, a politician moving in the
oposite direction
Ten years ago it came out that the
judge had never filed an income-tax
return, and while you can't but envy
any orange that escapes the juicer, it
cost him a two-year suspension from
the bar. a Congressional race he was
certain to win and a career his friends
say would have taken him as far as the
governorship and perhaps beyond
But Woodrow Bean is on his wayback up
INSTALLED IN PUBLIC OFFICE
again as chairman of the Kl I'aso
Housing Authority, the judge, who
keeps a biography of his hero. Huey
Long, on his bedside table, is fixing to
have a go at another campaign To date
he has a lifetime electoral record of
seven wins and six losses which, as he
says, is better than Ted Williams "
In tones of pure Texas foghorn that
might sound a bit stagey if they
weren't for real, the judge opines that
"I'm the only man in the United States
that wears a Brooks Brothers suit and
cowboy boots "
At age 55. ex-Marine officer
Woodrow Bean, without a tooth in his
mouth-he says the dentist is going to
help him soon-with his waistcoat on.
his gold watch and chain, and his black
lizard leather boots, this West Texas
pol of all-conquering, story-telling
charm could teach the men of the
White House that virtue must
accompany vice, and that power
without love is dangerous to its
possessors
THE JUDGE'S VICES and virtues
are impossible to sort out Sitting over
at La Fogata's across the Rio Grande
the other night in Juarez, one of Bean s
friends was telling stories on him while
the judge and everybody laughed it up
and drank down margantas
"I remember Woodrow got drunk
one night and wired all three of his exwives. Come home All is forgiven '
Two came and the third called to ask if
he needed money "
Then, they passed on to the time
Bean carried the county Democratic
precinct caucuses by holding them in

private homes and posting signs
outside saying. "Beware of the dog "
The judge believes. "If you're gonna
be successful in politics you gotta
answer your mail and do something
people can point lo."
HE HAS. During his tenure as county
judge, an administrative office, he
built a new hospital, a bridge across
the Km (irande. a county building, a
mountain highway and the Sun Howl a
football stadium hewn out of the rocks
of two sides of a valley where it sits
He says he didn't steal a dime from
any of it and the folks here think It's
superb
Now he is trying to do away with
school busing by putting up publichousing projects in the high-rent
"meskin" districts, so the meskin
children can walk to the Anglo schools
Construction on the Jackie Kobinson
Memorial Homes will begin soon
Already underway is the Dwight I)
Eisenhower project, so named
"because those folks up there are
Republicans and 1 thought it would be
nice for them " Telephone calls of
protest get the retort that. You all are
just a bunch of bigots
THE JUDGE ISN'T TRYING to
spile the town's richies. who may
remember him for the day he let the
trusties out of the county jail to swell
the crowd at the airport getting boozed
up at Bean's free bar. waiting to cheer
a tardy Lyndon Johnson swoop in
His projects are small, lowpopulation density efforts designed not
to clash socially or usually with their
well-to-do surroundings "If we can
just get the rest of our units unfrozen in
Washington, there ain't ever no way
we're gonna have a ghetto here, and byGod, that's how these kids can grow
so's they finish high school "
Although Kl Paso's public housing
pays its own way. there s no money for
matching local funds to run day-care
centers
"1 called in all the contractors and
architects and I said. Boy. 1 don't
know if you've been payin' under the
table, but I'm gonna leave the room
and you figure out a formula to come
up with the money' under my breath I
said it's the last job any SOB. gets
who doesn't kick in." recalls the judge,
who is using the benign kickback again
to pay for Mother's Day ice cream.

WOODROW BEAN SHARES certain
traits with the Hob llaldemans of this
world
"Sometimes in politics you gotta be
a kind of damn dictator, he says, but
he tempers power with belief in
something
"When I was in the State Legislature
I voted against the right-lo-work bill
and lost the next election. The
president of Kl I'aso Natural lias got
all his people together and lold'ein I
was a Communist
The judge can be as arrogant as the
White House men. but not too arrogant
to learn
"TELL SOMEONE TO see those
colored people in the waiting room
Hear' he said to his secretary the
other day They call'em blacks now.
judge, she answered and he spent the
rest of the afternoon retraining his
mind by saying black every chance he
got
Maybe the guys in Washington did

what they did for the same reasons the
judge did. which wasn't for money but
because he was too busy, life was loo
exciting and how could the rules applyto him anyhow?
"People ask me why I did it. a man
with three college degrees, but I don I
know why " He did it and It's over
That period he now calls "my
sabbatical.' and he s a better man nowcoming back up.
IN WASHINGTON THE ROAD back
may be harder Here you can go over to
Juarez, drink strong spirits and laugh
like hell when your friends lay, I
remember when it happened Thenwas a story on the front page thai saul
the judge's marriage was annulled on
Ihe grounds of an impediment unknown
at the time of the ceremony
"People thought it was his old war
wounds, but it was the IKS Irym to gel
her money to pay his back taxes "
Waihinglon Pott King F«atuiei Syndkal*

able to define as criminal. Ihe easier il
will be for him to say thai he is
rejecting the black man not because of
his skin color, but for the higher
moral" reason thai this black man is
a decadent, criminal person
Spurred by these attitudes, the police
are prone to arrest blacks on the
Slightest suspicion Since laws are
often selectively enforced by the
police, you and I could just as easily be
Ihe carriers of the labels criminal,
and "ex convict
It is very true that many law and
order' campaigns often operate to
help keep blacks in their "place."
I'll l V WITH THE PRESENT
climate of repression, each of us had
better make steps toward
understanding what the jail experience
can do to a black man's psyche
You will recall that a major
objective of racial oppression is to
keep us childlike and dependent, so
that we might be more easily
controlled and dominated
If prisoners are to become
constructive members of society, then
preserving their sense of manhood
must be an important part of this
process
However, jails are the last likely
place where a sense of human dignitycan be restored
There are
dehumanizing dimensions to prison life
which those of the outside never
experience
FIRST OF ALL, the whole physical
setting with its concrete slabs and iron

so they say
Billy Graham on Prnideat Nlxon'i
Watergate broadcast last week:
■ The President demonstrated a
commendable humility He accepted
the responsibility He promised an
appropriate course of action. He asked
for our prayers And he has mine.''

bars, is hard, barren, cold and
depressing
Second, because the penal codes
were conceived at a time when it was
the consensus that prisoners must be
punished, they are given the worst of
everything
Except for the fact that everything is
standardized and uniform, facilities,
food and clothes match the conditions
of extreme poverty There is little in
such a setting to keep a man from
falling into a state of abject despair
Third, human relationships in prison
are often completely the opposite of
(hose on the outside Due to the
enforced isolation, many men and
women practice homosexuality
HOWEVER, SINCE homosexuality
is commonly regarded as evil and
abnormal by the outside world, we can
only wonder about what it does to their
sense of masculinity and feminity
How does it affect their self-esteem
and their interpersonal relationships,
when they reenter "straight" society''
What does the overall feeling of having
something to hide do to a person''
Such experiences greatly aggravate
adjustment problems of the released
inmate.
Fourth, prison life, with its inherent
brutality, creates an environment of
constant high tension The tensions of
the business executive, which we hear
so much about, are pale in comparison
lo those of the black prisoner
BLACKS HAVE A MAJOR responsibility to their brothers and sisters
behind bars When they are released,
we must help them get another chance
instead of regarding them as social
outcasts.
They cannot be irrovacably
condemned for having made one or
even two mistakes
Recently, there has been a vast
increase in black social workers and
lawyers graduating from the nation's
top schools. Now is the time when they
must join hands with black convicts
and ex-convicls lo bring about the
reforms that, in a sense, will free us
all

reader's forum
try harder
I read your letter i Chris t'onmne.
May 11 with greal interest because,
although I don't agree with you now.
I used to feel the same way
When I first came to Bowling
Green in the fall. 1 thought the
people on this campus were cold
and unfriendly But then I learned
something in order to receive, you
first have to be willing to give
Y'ou may think lhat sounds trite,
but d you think about it. I'm sure
you will see that the only reason it's
been said so many tunes is because
it's true

MAYBE IF YOU had tried a little
harder you would have discovered
what I have-that Bowling Green is
full of beautiful people 1 mean
really beautiful people
People who can look you in Ihe
eye and tell you they love you. men
who have it together enough to go up
to another man and hug him. and
the same for women.
So for you and any others who
can't figure out what's wrong with
the people in Bowling Green, or
anywhere for that matter, look to
yourself for the answer Learn to
give, and you'll be greatly
rewarded I guarantee it
AND CHRIS, if you don t believe
me and would like to meet some of
these dynamite people, give me a

call the next tune you're in BG. I'd
be glad lo introduce you
Sissy Busener
406 MacDonald North-

trivialitieS
I confront Ms. Conmne's
accusations as one of the many
female students on this campus for
an education, not a massive
manhunt to further the crumbling
mainstay of the institution of
marriage
I deeply resent your wholesale
analysis of appearance and by
appearance of the students who
befell your stinted birds eye
Often times this rather
materialistic conception of people
is deceiving and the least important

aspect ol existing paradoxes, which
form the conglomerate-man You
will find yourself bung up in
trivilaities if you judge by mode of
dress and not mode of mind.
I do not understand many of BG's
conservative idkrsyncracies. but I
heartedly defend the student's
rights to have them.
The fault lies with accusing
attitudes and people like yourself.
Ms. Connine. who irrationally
generalize and fail to see there is a
myriad of ways to do anything and
yours is not the "only glorified
way."
"Live and let live" but let heaven
fall asunder should you wear bell
bottom pants...Bullshit!
Bridget K Ryan
101 Ashley Hall
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Embry discusses NBA post
Any black na kas Use
ability to obtain aad
effectively m aay
ranking
Krabry, |
the Mill
lasteajki.
Speaks* before aboal T»
perioni >■ the Piak
Dogwood Room. Ussom,
Embry discasied the
problems of besag the fkst
hinb-rankiag Mack official
in the National Basketball
Association INBAI
Embry laid be sees hi*
position as representative of
any job a person may itrive
to obtain during his lifetime
THE MOST significant
aspect of his job is it will
mean something to the
entire society, he said
When asked about holding
a token position, the 6' 8'"
■ Embry quipped. "I'm loo
big to be a token "
Embrv said he has the

natural respect of his peers
and he is faced by the same
problems confronting thembuilding a winning team.
HE SAID a lot of his
troubles this year came
from the basketball court.
Embry cited injuries the
tragedy involving Kareem
Abdul Jabbar. in which
members of his religious
sect were murdered in his
Washington home, and
player problems to which
most teams are subjected.
When it comes to building
a winning hall club. Embry
said concerns about winning
and making money often
generate problems
"EVERYTHING is
geared around the dollar
bill." be said
"Things
disturb me in this
capitalistic society because
it affects us all."
The Bucks
general
manager pointed to several
incidents involving the
highly inflationary salaries

of professional roundball
players.
He also discussed bow
college players with the
potential of playing pro hall
are often misled by agents
claiming to help them attain
a cool million dollars.
Many of these agents are
really just out to get the
athlete to sign a letter of
intent in which the agent is
guaranteed a certain
percentage of whatever
amount planned for the

WOUNDED KNEE. S.D tAPl
Federal officers lired live volleys of
gunshots from within Wounded Knee
yesterdu> to signal the end of the 711day siege of this historic hamlet The
occupation had resulted in the deaths
of two insurgents and the wounding<>f
nine persons, including two federal
officers
The U S marshals and KBI agents
who had stood watch over the village
since the Keb 27 takeover, often
trading gunshots with the militant
Indians within, secured the four
square mile area after the insurgents
laid down their weapons

Dean must talk
WASHINGTON IAI'I - Ousted
White House counsel John W Dean
III will be subpoenaed and required to
testify before the Senate Watergate
committee on his reported claim that
he can link President Nixon to the
scandals coveruj,

ERA bill

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted

Jury dismissed
LOS ANGELES (AIM
1 S
District Court Judge Matt Byrne
dismissed the Pentagon Papers trial
jury yesterday for the remainder of
the week and indicated he may order
a full-scale hearing into Watergate
links in the case
The jury was brought in at Hi am
and told the government rebuttal was
completed and the defense would not
offer more witnesses

Antioch strike

COLUMBUS (API
The federal
Womens Equal Rights Amendment to
the l< S Constitution was killed for
this year in Ohio yesterday by a 5-4
vote of the Senate Financial Institutions. Insurance and Elections
Committee
The vote was on a motion to
reconsider a 6-3 vote in the
committee two weeks ago on another
motion to recommend passage The
bill had been approved earlier by the
House

7 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Embry was originally
scheduled to speak April 19.
but had to cancel his
engagement to attend the
NBA player draft in New
York

cational" session on (he
proposed changes in the
Wood County Combined
Health District Code
He said il the county
health board adopts the
changes, the city would have
three options-to continue
using the present county
code, to adopt the changes
and decide i( additional
housing positions isuch as
housing officer! should be

The Wood County Health
Board will meet tomorrow
to discuss updating the
county housing code by
incorporating parts of the
proposed Bowling (Jreen
code prepared last August
by the City Housing
Commission
James Coy. head sanitarian for the Wood County
Health Department, said the
meeting will be an "edu-

Dean will be granted immunity to
gain his testimony if he invokes his
right against self-incnmination
Sen Sam J Ervin iD-N C I. the
committee chairman, said yesterday
he will not decide whether to call the
President to testify "until some
reason to call the President is known
to ex ist " He added "So far I have no
information the President was
personally involved "

1

EMBRY HAS always been
an individual who has been
marked by some great
timing -or being in the right
place at the right tune He
said he broke into pro
roundball because most of
his new team had quit
He was contemplating
retirement when Hill
Hussell talked him into
playing two years with the
Boston Celtics After that he

was drafted by Milwaukee in
the expansion draft, and
played there for one year
before ending his career
After one year in Boston
as a recreational director,
the Bucks hired him into
their organization

Health Board to meet

newsnoTes
Wounded Knee

player, he said

YELLOW SPRINGS
(API Antioch College students and
administrators were gearing for a
showdown late yesterday after some
school officials moved back into the
offices closed nearly three weeks by
a student strike.
College President James P Dixon
and members of his staff were
escorted into their offices by local
police early yesterday Later, about
100 students entered the building and
occupied floors, tables and chairs.

created, or to adopt a city
code
COY SAID he has worked
closely with the commission
to study the code and has
gone over every "comma
and period "
He said it would be a
"good move" if the board
adopted the changes, even
though it will probably table
the proposals until a later
date
II the proposed changes
arc approved, the code
would undergo three
leadings before the board
and publication in a
newspaper before the
changes could lie enacted
The meeting, open to the
public, will be held in the
health department office.

10
17
23
24

-
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Campus police report activities
K.md.ill Hayes, senioi
lA&Sl. reported Friday that
someone shot out the
windows of his car with a
BB gun or some other
weapon while the vehicle
was parked in l.oi 6
Damage was estimated at
$75
A resident ol McDonald
West was reportedly
assaulted Saturday night
while she walked to her
room She told police she
was walking in the hallway

Couples Dutch Doubles
Women's Best Ball Doubles
Women's Best Ball Doubles
Men's Best Ball Doubles

ENTRY FEES Couples JJ.bO team
Men's & Women's $4 SO team
DEPOSIT $1 00 when you sign up

Trophies awarded for 1,2,3 places in each contest
Sign up in UAO office now!!!!

• Laundry Facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate

Now hiring waiters, bartenders,
cocktail waitresses, door hostesses,
cooks, kitchen help, and lunch waitresses.

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

CALL 352-0717
or 352-7660

.STEAK
U
(^ALE-

ANNOUNCING

The New
Dunham's Trucker
For Men
The ultimate in
comfortable casual

RESTAURANTS
OF AMERICA. INC.

We offer above averac
earni ngs, flexible hours and
e mployee benefits.
Apply in person daily Itom 1 5
al

footwear.

Steali and Ale RestaiLirant
iki's booteru

2009 So. Reynolds

.i li*
!■■» mr»
mm onri "i-ii. " ■■aw'
JiK iiN.n-i.ii

Mon.Fn. 11-9
Sat. 10 6

Stadium Plaza
Center

election

Ml W Wooster St . .it 7 :ui

UAO BOWLING TOURNAMENTS
May
May
May
May

Primary

rt.wwh.1. by Si.v.n I. Honwn
Primory alection voting in Bowling Of n wot vory light yesterday morning at prodktod by Secretary of Stale Tod Brown.
Rainy conditions during the offar noon may have kopt many
parsons away but Austin E. Swooney, local resident,
managad to cast hit ballot.

(Across from Southwyck Mall — Only 20 M n. from BGSU)

I nun behind and caught her
She said one ol the men
threw a trash can al her. but
she was uol injured
She also said she Would
not be able to identify the
men
Police received ■' report ol
malicious destruction
Sunday when .1 man stepped
in front ol a car in the Union
Oval and then kicked II altei
It had slopped
He
reportedly caused a small
dent in the car
A

MAN

lilting

the

description ol the subject
was later taken Into custody
by Campus Safety officers
while reportedly causing a
disturbance
In
the
McDonald
Quadrangle
courtyard

Police said the subject
was. veiling 1 am Jesus"
when (hey arrived He was
transported by Bowling
Green city ambulance to
Toledo Stale Hospital,
where lie committed himscll
voluntarily
Police said they believe he
was the same 1nd1v1d11.1l who

kicked the car earlier
Two cases involving
vending machines were
reported Monday A toftdrink machine in the weight
room ol the stadium was
reportedly tampered with,
and a milk machine in
Rodgeri Quadrangle was
vandalized
A resident of Kodgers told
police Monday that his coal
and a pan ol glasses were
stolen Irom the second floor
easl lounge of Kodgers
They were valued al (102. he
said

INSURANCE PRINCIPLES COURSE
TO BE OFFERED SUMMER, FALL
In the first session of the 1973 summer school and in each quarter of the
academic yew the Department of Finance and Insurance will be offering the course Principles of Risk and Insurance, which may be of interest
to non-business students who wish to learn about the insurance coverages that most individuals purchase and the different types of insurance companies.
The course emphasizes insurance from the consumer viewpoint. It includes such topics as automobile insurance, homeowner's insurance,
life and health insurance, and selecting insurance coverages and the
insurance company. The course will assist the student who wauls to
make intelligent decisions when purchasing insurance. Some attention
will be given to the life insurance plans that are marketed on college
campuses.

There are no course prerequisites

NOT FOR
THE LOVE
OF MONEY
FRESHMEN
AND SOPHOMORES
WITH A LOVE
FOR BUSINESS! HERE'S A CHANCE TO
ACQUIRE SOME
VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
FOR YOUR FUTURE
CAREER-WORKING AS
AN ADVERTISING
SALESMAN FOR THE BG
NEWS.
THE PAY'S NOT GREAT BUT THE EXPERIENCE IS!
APPLY AT 106 UNIVERSITY HALL

> 4/Th. BG N.w>. WrimiJiy, May 9. 1973

Workshop to discuss degrees
The possibility of reducing
■ .'• the cost of higher education
:;by reforming the bacca;Ij laureate program is just one

topic to be discussed when
the University hosts IS
directors of Carnegie
Foundation-funded projects
at a three-day workshop
beginning tomorrow
The projects arc all timeshortened
baccalaureate
degree programs similar to
the Cniversity's Modular
Achievement
Program
I MAI' I, now in its first year
Under the direction of I)r

Kichard Giardina. MAP is
designed to shorten the first
two years of the baccalaureate program into one by
reshaping course requirements
CONFERENCE participants will discuss whether
the time spent in undergraduate study can be
reduced without sacrificing
education quality

Scholarship awarded
EMOTIONAL
AND MATERIAL
PREGNANCY AID
Mon. 11 a.m.-l p.m.
T-R. 6 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.-6 p.m.

Thomas lirough. junior
i Kil I. was awarded the first
annual Warren K Steller
scholarship last Saturday at
a dinner honoring Steller. a
former University athletic
director

The
scholarship
is
presented to a student
selected by the health and
physical education department on the basis of scholar
ship. character and
potential growth of the
individual

Other areas to be discussed include a proposal to
allow more options to students in fulfilling requirements and allowing students
to leave school to gain work
experience.
A proposal to base certification on
performance
testing rather than completion of requirements and
student and faculty development as a primary goal in
the programs will also be
discussed
A concluding session will
deal with whether or not a
university can significantly
reduce
the operational
expenditures of
higher
education by implementing
the
time-shortened
baccalaureate program.
Guest participants include
representatives from the
Carnegie Corporation and
universities in California.
Illinois and New York.

/*
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Cappuzzello. administrative
assistant to Dr. Giardina.
Dr. Michael Ferrari, acting
provost. Dr. Giardina; Dr
George Herman, vice provost for instruction and instructional services:

_

^^f^^^B

.....

1^^^^*" -

^
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James Litwin. assistant to
Dr. Giardina for development and evaluation:
University President Hollis
A. Moore Jr.; Dr Kenneth
Kothe,
provost-designate,
and Gary Woditsch. assistant to the provost
The conference, sponsored
by the University, is open to
invited program directors
only

Newtphoto by Thomas 0. lindon
Karol Huta, Pulitxor Prizo-winning composer and guott
conductor, rohoartot on* of the works no will prosant tonight
of 6 in tho Grand Ballroom, Union. Tho concert it froo and
open to the public.

SBO offers evaluation forms
John Doering. SBO coordinator of academic
affairs, said. "We want to
provide a tool for students to
use in selecting classes-just
to give them some idea

The Student Body Organi
zation (SBO) is distributing
spring quarter course-professor evaluation forms this
week in residence halls and
in the Commuter Center

UNIVERSITY
particpants will be Paul

PERSONAL FINANCE COURSE
TO BE OFFERED SUMMER, FALL

about how other students
felt about the class
The form questions course
organization, assignments,
tests, papers or projects,
grading policy, textbooks
and the instructor's ability
and attitudes

THE

In the first session of the 1973 summer school and fall quarter 1973, the
Department of Finance and Insurance will be offering the course Personal Finance, which may be of interest to non-business students who
wish to learn how to manage personal and family financial matters.
The course includes such topics as budgeting expenditures; borrowing
from banks and other financial institutions; savings accounts; life,
health, automobile and home insurance; buying a home; and investing
in stocks, bonds and mutual funds. Knowledge acquired in the course
assist students in making intelligent choices in spending or saving
the incomes they expect to earn after graduation.
There are no course prerequisites. Enrollment is restricted to non-business
majors. It is expected that the course will also be offered in the spring
quarter of the 1973-74 academic year.

Domino's

EVALUATION

forms will be in the
Commuter Center this
morning and resident
advisors will distribute

them in the dormitories this
week. Doering said
He said the results will
hopefully be published next
week.' depending on the
availability of computer
time
The SBO academic affairs
board will compile the
results, which will be
available in residence halls,
the Commuter Center and in
the Silli office. 405 Student
Services Bldg

Save the News
Factory Demonstration Sale!
at

GROSS PHOTO
BOWLING GREEN
Thursday May 10
WET DARKROOM DEMO
Use tho Yashico TL and see the results before
leaving the store.

Lunch Time Special

NcwYASHICA
TL ELECTRO

Call Between
11-5:00 and Receive
3 Free Cokes with any large or
1 Free Qt. Coke with any small
Pizza

Call Domino's Now for Lunch — 352-522 J
The Pi«a People, Period
Offer good only between 11 ,i m

WEDNESDAY IS

5pm

DOLLAR DAY

TtyRo/fc
Doubte-R-Bar Burger
PLATTER

REG

134

• Professional Quality S.L.R.
• Complete Lens Interchangeability
• Shutter speeds from 1 sec. to 1/1000th
sec, plus B.
• New, shock-proof electronic meter for perfect exposures.
Now, a professional-quality 35MM camera
that's easy to use, easy to own. The TL-Electro features a solid-state "brain" that simplifies operations. Makes it easy to take "pro"
quality pictures. Stop by. We have it in stock.

ANOTHER FIRST FOR
GROSS PHOTO INTRODUCING
YASHICA -<? ELECTRO

7*iftf*r

This u the climj*

V* lb. freshly ground
pure beef, dairy fresh
cheese, lean tender
ham, on a toasted
sesame seed bun
complete with
f rench fries
and cole slaw
plus a coke •

^lESTWURANT

Save
34«
GOOD MAY 9 ONU

300 E. WOOSTER
352-5330

The New SLR Pacesetter
Totally Electronic...
Completely Automatic
With IC Memory
Computer Brain

GROSS

109 STATE ST.
352-8160

W«dnM4oy. May 9, 1»73. Th. DG Newt/**,. 5

"Where Thrifly Shopping Is A Pleasure

INTRODUCING
THRIFTY
BURGER

77

Y

*

ECONOMICAL...

On* more way to help you got mort for your
food dollar. Thrifty Burger It a rich, red mlvture
of froth ground baaf and textured toy protein.
75*. ground beof ond 23*. hydrated protein
at more than 30' par pound let* than ground
baaf.

*

NUTRITIONAL...

Ac much protein par pound at 100*' ground
baaf - and latt fat. Thlt totally now food product
It ground baaf with toy protoin added. The fat
content it actually lett than in regular ground
baaf.

*

LB.
*

NEWEST...

Thlt it a perfect antwer to budget planning and
meal preparation. Tried and tatted, thit new
product, available at Croat Scot, will add to
your family * budget ond mono ideat. Stretch
your food dollar with more nourlthing food per
pound.

VERSATILE...

Thrifty Burger lookt and cooht like froth
!round baef. Whan you totta It
there It full
reth ground beef flavor. Jutt try It. ..

*

COUNTRY-STYLE

OLD COURTHOUSE

LEGS&
THIGHS

CHICKEN
BREASTS....

SLICEB "c
BACON
*

*

KINGSFORD BREADED

FLECHTNER

LB.

PATTIES

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

LB.

CHOP SUEY
MEAT

BONELESS BUTT STYLE
ROLLED

TASTY...

You con ute thit newatt food product in at
. many wayt at ground beef. We're all cooking
and aating more one dith mealt ond cattarolat
ttawt. chill, tpaghetti. moot loaf. You can uto
Thrifty Burger in more ground beef reclpet •
mora becoute you con prapara about 1' i timet
at many mealt for tha tamo price you would
tpend for ground beef.

COUNTRY - STYII CHICKEN

"COOKABILITY"...

f.i'n julcior than ragulor ground beef - Thrifty
Burger won't fry away. You'll and up with a big
thick burger • if vou prepare them that way.

PORK ROAST

PKG

LB.

79'

TIGER TOWN

PORK
CUTLETS

LB.

BOILED
HAM

99-

$129

10OZ.
PKG.

1

FOR BABY CARE

^

KITTY SALMON
CAT FOOD
LIMIT

m

"■;

Ac
60z.«

i WITH IHHOIMI tcoicour»ON
GOOD IMtU MAY 14. tt»3

THRIFTY PRICES

. ..*

OIL MONTE CREAM OR W.K.

YOUR
CHOICE:

CORN

PIllSBURY BLUEBERRY

..-At

TOMATO PASTE

e

iv26

e

Oz10

CUCUMBERS

SMUCKER'S

C

LV68

CARNATION

a mm

c

EVAPORATED MILK,, 2/27
APPLE JELLY

£ 34

e

0v41

c

£ 29

THANK YOU

c

CHERRY PIE FILLING r46
JELLO CHOCOLATE

PK.

49

c

SALAD MUSTARD

oV43c

HOT CATSUP

ol22c

SEAWAY

«»«»

PKO

__-

23e

A-1 SAUCE

NORTHERN

HELLMANS

PAPER TOWELS
NAPKINS
SANDWICH BAGS

_ _

iSTZB8

TOMATOES

i°z59c
«»«%

MAYONNAISE

OI

36c

AJAX SPRAY

_ -

fill'

WINDOW CLEANER ...Ik 3D'
BO-PEEP

_ _

e

S.36

SUDSY AMMONIA
REYNOLDS ECONOMY

c

Q.19

c

«A.

HI-MEAT DINNERS 5 oz99

ALUMINUM FOIL . . . 1J" «7S' 79

SOFT TOUCH

__

PICNIC

e

,«.25

e

TABLECLOTHS
DETERGENT

PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 14. 1973

♦

18c

GERBER

TOILET TISSUE

VINE RIPE

mmm

WHITE VINEGAR

MEATTENDERIZER3,oz53c

CLAD PLASTIC

PINEAPPLE JUICE

SNACK PACK

DANISH DESSERT

KLEENEX BOUTIOUE

c

DEL MONTE

?39

PANCAKE SYRUP
AOOLPH'S

MUELLER'S THIN

RED
RADISHES

oV58c

JUNKET STRAWBERRY

TOMATO SAUCE
SPAGHEni

PANCAKE MIX

FRENCH'S

AUNT JEMIMA

RED PACK

RED PACK

GREEN PEPPERS

WIPE & DIPE
TOWELETTESS

ITALIAN
DRESSING

WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

20c
DISHWASHING LIQUID

GreatScot
FRIfNDlY FOOD STORES

rNj*. 6/Th. SO N*wt, mtmtf, Mary 9, 1*73

Life as POW described
his six years in North
Vietnamese prison camps to
students involved in the
University's
ROTC

Displaying his onc-sizefits all prison garb. Air
Force Colonel
William
Baugh yesterday describe*

Pagliai's Has
Discontinued Their
Spaghetti Nite Special
We hope to start again
in the near future
1004 S. Main

programs
Col
Baugh. a 1956
graduate of the University,
was shot down north of
Hanoi in 1967 He was among
the second group of
prisoners to be released
after the Vietnam cease-fire
agreement was signed
earlier this year
The former POW divided
his six-year stay into three
sections- from
1967 to
October 1969 when he said
life was rough, from 1969 to
1972 when treatment was
greatly unproved, and from
1972 to his release when the
United States resumed an

UAOl
Joe Crocker/Mad Dog & Englishman
7 00 Fri & Sat
HUSBANDS
U. Hall

S100W/ID

9-30 Fn & Sal -Free W/1.0.

5 Tomorrow

UAO

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
i..pi

3

?

l

4

13

• (k»l Fmam i ...p

17

intense bombing program.

ACROSS
1 I'irl of ■ < .inillf'. Type of TV
program: Altfir.
'1
Strip.

DURING the first period
prisoners were isolated,
unoccupied, existing on two
meals a day of mostly green
vegetables and rice, and
suffering from poor medical
treatment and no dental

1
2
f
4

It Mythical <|uccn.
IS .
from tli.- hlii17 The "Divine
Sarah."
I'> Country near
l>.mm irk

Charities Board

.r>l
52
al
55

presents
Sunday, May 13
2:00 & 5:30 p.m.
at
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Anderson Arena
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33

21
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41

Pays up.
Liaten secretly.
Symbolic bird.
French name for
a German river.
Alter
Harbor cities:
Abbr.
"My gal" and
namesakes.
1 enant s concern.
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BJB
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15

3S

38
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i.Hi,.-

'' Water bird-,
10 Living places.
II Br.i-.-l lik.
animal of Africa.
|2 (.main wsler
plants.
16 Walch ovn.
m |, wearing.
21 Types of
decorative palterm.
24 Nocturnal flyers.
21 Later on.
26 Dens.
28 _ of the Guard.
30 Popular suiting.
J| | .„„,,„ Army
surgeon
12 II....i, , 35 Taken a winding
course.
36 Burn inwardly.
38 Tablecloth
material*.

53
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ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZZLE
INIC.KI

[HiOIi/LQl .A.LJLJ
Jli R.Q.
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i
•, •
|HI*!N'" ' "'"*
j|TJH
BDBM
BBaaaf
A*K*S

Mil lulu M

I

Watering place*.
Suggests.
Successful.
Parts of hammer
heads.
Okinawa port.
llnfortunate.
Hriore long.
Sibilant signal,

K
11
y
1
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Couple Dutch Doubles Bowling

:

[8

,4

is

DOWN
Woven work.
Virginia willow.
Kecently.
Nocturnal,

S Biss.
6 Individual)*:
Abbr.
7 Old Norse poetry.
8 Appalachian

20 Quapaw tribe*
man.
22
hull.23 Genuflected,
i-t Musical
instrument,
26 Gay
r27 Shakespearean
prolagoniM.
2V Ah me!
10 Relative: Ahhr.
13 Balsam.
34 Heroine of "Our
Town."
16 Lot..
.17 Ship i. plank.
38 Knergetir one.
30 One of the
\il.ini..-.
tl Gaaellei of the
Sudan.
12 -iml.MI
13 Maker of pumps.
16 Papal name.
IT Sewing M...I-

In the middle period, he
said the Vietnamese
"couldn't do enough for us"
and prisoners received some
communications from the
States.
But
information
about current events was
extremely curtailed because
the bombing halt eliminated
a vital news source-new
prisoners.
Communication unproved
in the final period because of
the stepped up bombing
program Col. Baugh said
the bombings were needed
to bring the war to an end

Main Aud.

wants you
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by Html parkar and Johnny hart

With Trophies Awarded Top 3 Places
:
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/ 00 01 8 30 Shift

SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE
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Wednesday Special

STEAK Dinner
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

* Reg. 4.49

here

Now Only .99 J
Across From The Football Stadium

**** + -k + + * + *1r*****1( + + + * + * + + + 1r* + + +
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Since s.gs chased last
II Jbe.-njvc.ir
We re oldrr now and out ol
•"•P*
Bui a single llerhv vcaj will
not lake '

1'h.Te will h.. an intrwlucluri Iwlure on li.inscendental
M<tlll.Hi»n .11 .ipm in IIJ l.iti- S. i,-iu .• Last curse ol the
ciuarlci

I'hanks \ngels jn,l Arnokl.
keep thus.-sidnaps .■oiii.nf
Cherublove

All w.anen PER students unlei the new 1'l.in II I'roiiraiii
MCM'.ilten.l.imeelin|tat6 30pm in 114 Kd Bide

I'hi I'si s Kridai I In WM
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REVIEW COURSE
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.I2WI Cincinnati 51.1631 4487
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Qt. Coke
Special
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Rale

352-5221

Oxford House
Use Our Own 30 Day Charge

(still celebrating)

GRAND RE-OPENING
All Sweaters, Knit Shirts, Outerwear
Belts and Sport Coats
Reduced Greatly!!
STOP IN TODAY AND SAVE!!
OPEN 10-6:00 M0N. THRU SAT,

Js
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'Roses' on stage;
play opens tonight
By Patty Bailey
Eatertaiameat Editor
A modern. Pulitzer Prize-winning
drama with close associations to
events in today's news will be presented in Joe B. Brown Theatre tonight
through Sunday at 8 p m
The Subject Was Roses'' is concerned with the problems faced by a
returning World War II veteran The
play shows the young man's attempts
to communicate with his family and to
understand the nature of the relationship which has. over the years,
developed between them

Ntwipfwtt by MVM L

Small cast

'The Subject Win Roset

by Frank D. Gilroy

it a character drama revolving

around the livei of three individual* and their relationships with each other
The show opens in Joe E. Brown Theatre tonight and plays through Sunday.

It is a play of triangles in which the
father loves his son. the mother loves
him also, and the son loves both
parents Yet not one member of the
family can make a move or speak a
word that does not somehow instantly
damage the other
Written by Frank I) Gilroy. the play
explores the alienation and estrangement that exists in the family
"The Subject W'as Roses" was first
presented in 1964 and brought its
author national prominence It was
made into an award winning film in
1968
The University production is

directed by Thomas Lyttle. graduate
student in speech
Lyttle said he thinks the play is a
worthy piece of literature and this is
one of the reasons he chose to direct it
"1 think it is a play that college students can identify with They may be
familiar with the type of situation Tim
comes back to." l.yttle said
"1 think it is an enjoyable play to see
and an important part of theatre is to
enjoy it "
The cast has only three members
l.yttle said this was also a considera
tion in making the production choice
The show is scheduled between two
productions both requiring large casts
l.iss.i

and

"Man of La Mancha"i

and is to be performed in Joe K. Brown
Theatre.
Therefore. Lyttle said he wanted to
do a small cast show and one that is
also "intimate "
LYTTLE SAID he did not like the
movie version of the script
"It's a play written for the stage, for
theater, rather than for the screen, he
said
The director added that he believes
the intensity of the play is weakened by
the movie production.
The Subject Was Roses is a

character drama. Lyttle said.
"The plot is second to character;
development There aren't any big active movement scenes The movement;
of the play is centered in the charac- ]
ters themselves ."
Because of this, and because the:
actor has to rely on inner motivation
and understanding to play a strictly
realistic character. Lyttle said the'
show was hard to cast
"It's hard to cast a realistic dramd'
because it's difficult to find actors who;
can portray realistic characters realise
tically." he said
A rapport between the three cast:
members was soon established. Lyttle.'
said, and they soon developed en-:
semble acting, which is necessary toi
good production, he said
THERE WILL BE an open disci*
sion of the production immediately
following the performance tomorrow
night
Audience members are invited to
remain and exchange ideas about the
production with the director, cast anddesigners
Admission is 25 cents for students
with identification cards. SO cents for
children and high school students. and
$1.50 for adults

Hanneford circus appearing Sunday
Ready for unusual circus
acts ranging from a Siberian
tiger riding on the back of an
Indian elephant to a
F.uropean daredevil who
literally bathes in fire"
These, and more, will be
presented when the Hanneford Circus performs
Sunday in Anderson Arena.
The bareback riding act
uses nine artists and seven
Percheron and Apaloosa
horses Headed by Tommy
Hanneford. "the Riding
Fool." the act has been featured on every network television variety show during
recent years
It has also been featured
in motion pictures. Madison

Square Garden, the Palladium in London. Canadian
National Exhibition at
Toronto, the Calgary Stampeded, and every major
circus spectacular
The Hanneford Family
traces a lineage of 350 years
as equestrians
The
Hannefords came to the
United Slates in 1915 for the
Ringling Brothers Circus
and are now continuing their
family tradition of
performing circus acts
under their own banner
Appearing as a guest star
with the act this year is
Peter Haubner. young riding
star from the Hungarian
State Circus in Budapest.

who is touring through the
cooperation of the U.S. State
IVjiai tnieiit and Hungarian
government
THE ENTIRE performance runs two hours and
includes 34 acts in 20 displays
The company is composed
of more than 60 persons and
required 25 vehicles for
transportation
It carries spotlights, overhead lights, sound equipment, aerial rigging and
properties required for presenting a performance that
one would normally expect
in a Broadway show or a

major ice show
THE CIRCUS is being
sponsored by the Charities
Board and Student Activities, with all proceeds, going
In charity.
The Chanties Board will
combine the profits from the
circus with money earned
through the Charity Auction
and donate them to various
chanties The board is open
for suggestions as to where
the money should be
donated. F.vio Olivei kg,
junior \h d i and co-chairman ol the Charities Board,
said
Tickets for the circus are

Amos promotes
revival of lute

at student rates as a
Mother's Day special.
Tickets are available at
405 Student Services Bldg .
at l.aSallc s and at the door

The Jefferson Airplane
Review by
Freak Joaaaea
Here's something funny
The guys at WFAL radio
took a listener survey last
quarter to find out what kind
of music the campus likes.
One survey came back
asking why the station did
not play some of the "lesser
known groups like Jefferson Airplane and the
Grateful Dead
If you found the story
humorous, you've probably
been into rock music for a
fairly long time. You probably started at the time

when "real" hippies were
around-when San Francisco
was the place to be in this
country, both spiritually and
musically, all of it ending up
with Woodstock in 1969
Since Woodstock, everything seems to have
dwindled Especially the San
Francisco scene Sly and the
Family Stone haven't
appeared in more than a
year.
The Grateful Dead and
Zappa and the Mothers just
aren't selling like they used
to. I- illmiirc West has
closed

THE AIRPLANE has just
completed a live album, up
to the usual superior quality
that has made the group
famous.
However. I'm afraid that
the album won't sell nicely
at all. The new rock fans
don't seem too interested in
a bunch of old-tuners like
the Airplane, or the Dead,
for that matter.
The Airplane release is
Thirty Seconds Over Winterland" (Grunt 0147) and is
the first live set that has
been released of the "new"
Airplane.
The old bunch are still

Medieval performance

After centuries of silence, the lute is gaining a new
popularity, lutist Nelson Amos said in a campus appearance
Friday night
Amos, who is completing his Ph.D. in music literature at
the University of Iowa, said lute music is being played more
because its archaic form is being transposed into modern
verse that can be played by other instruments

Review By
Brace Glover

Amos said early lutists in the Middle Ages wrote their
music in tablature style, which could not be applied to other
instruments
When the lute's popularity began to decline in the 17th
century, Amos said its music was shelved. Only recently has
the music been transposed
AMOS SAID the lutes popularity declined with the
success of a bigger band sound
"The lute has always been for more intimate gatherings."
he said Medieval courts all had a lutist who would play to
the king and queen and other small gatherings
He said the lute did not fit in with the larger bands
because it could not be heard over the other instruments.
"I was playing a concert in Iowa last year and a small
motorcycle drove by outside and wiped me out.'' he said
Amos, who teaches guitar and lute at Cornell College and
in his own Iowa City studio, has given lecture-recitals
throughout the Midwest. He recently appeared before the
Midwest meeting of the American Musicological Society.

priced at $1 50 for adults and
tl for students, with preschool children admitted
free Mothers accompanied
bv students will be admitted

Nowsahof by Mania Utnoc
One of the crowd's favorite performances at the
Hanneford circus two years ago wot the antics of
the down. The circus ■ returning to Anderson
Arena on Sunday, May 13.

Henry VIII would have felt right at home in
the drafty. drab hall which needs only green
moss, a couple of iron maidens and stocks
and shackles to perfect its bastile-like
interior
The place-Recital Hall of the School of
Music Bldg -was transformed into a 15th
century stage Sunday evening when the
School of Music presented an evening of
medieval music and drama under the
direction of William Pepper, assistant
professor of music theory.
Performing music from 14th and 15th
century Italy, France, Germany. Spain and
England, the eight musicians touched upon a
variety of period pieces
The repertoire consisted of praises to the
Virgin, "Gran Dereit;" songs of Assisian
self-flagellation. "Ogne homo." French
street vendor motets. "On parole-A ParisFrese nouvele;" and a lively English rota or
round, "Sumer is icumen in." which is the

earliest such round in existence
Following the music was a Medieval play.
"The Play of Robin and Marion," directed by
Michael Locey. assistant professor of
romance languages, with musical direction
by Pepper assisted by Dr Thomas Kinney,
associate professor of English and Dr. Klaus
Schmidt, assistant professor of German and
Russian.
What was lacking in acting finesse and plot
was more than compensated for by the
humorous antics-some of which were
intended.
The entire show was enjoyable,
enlightening and a retreat from conventional
plays and recitals
Although the attendance was predictably
disappointing t intellectual-phobia on the part
of BG students I those who did attend went
away with a savory sampling of an important
part of our musical and dramatic historythat of the Middle Ages, a period often
ignored and mistakenly tagged as being
totally unproductive and unattractive.

there: Paul Kantner, Grace
Slick, Jack Casady and
Jorma Kaukonen.
But it's the new members
that have really helped the
band in the last couple of
years: David Freiberg,
formerly of Quicksilver]
Messenger Service, on;
vocals, and John Barbata. a;
former Turtle member, on;
drums
Papa John ('reach is on
violin He's the one who has:
added that earthy funk that'
has been missing from the:
Airplane since the be-j
ginning. Since the "Bark"
album of 1971. (reach has;
been the featured player of;
the group
Throughout the album, the;
members of the Airplane'
seem to bring out a perfec
tion that makes us remem-:
ber the group as it was in the:
old days Energy seems to
radiate from the perforlll.nice

I

Also from the "Silver";
album comes the finale.;
Twilight Double Leader ":
Kantner and Slick share!
vocals on this one. followed.
by Papa John's violin and
Kaukonen's guitar in what
appears to be conflict, all
over Casady s ever present
bass and Barbato's drums.
The crowd at the concert
seems appreciative And why
not? The Airplane has been
one of the top American
rock groups since the middle
sixties
Pretty good for a bunch of
old-timers.

people to see...places to go...things to do...
"Friends Company." consisting of Ron Crick and the
Quarter Pounders, the
Rosehip String Band and
David Gross, will present
their own brand of entertainment on campus Friday.
At noon, the groups will
present a free mini-concert
in front of the University
Union, followed at 1:30 by a
workshop Those attending
the free workshop are encouraged to bring instruments.
At 7 p.m. in the Men's
Gymnasium. "Friends" will
again be in concert. Admis-

sion to this performance is
Scents
MICHAEL DITLOVE.
designer and photographer,
will be on campus Friday for
two presentations and discussions of his photographic
works.
He will be speaking at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. in 101 Fine
Arts Bldg. His presentations
are free and open to the
public.
PULITZER PRIZE
winning composer Karol
Husa will be featured as
guest conductor at the Sym-

phonic Band concert at 8
tonight in the Grand Ballroom. Union
Husa will conduct his own
work, "Apothesis of this
Earth," at the concert, climaxing the annual District I
Spring Conference of the
Ohio Music . Educators
Association
Also featured will be Ivan
Hammond, tubist and assistant professor of performance studies at the University.
The public is invited to
attend at no charge.
A PROGRAM

of con-

temporary choral music will
be presented by the Collegiate Chorale at 4 p.m Sunday. May 13. in the Recital
Hall. School of Music Bldg
The annual spring concert
by the chorale is conducted
by Ivan Trusler. director of
choral activities at the University.
Maureen Wallis. junior
piano performance major,
will be the accompanist

The concert includes 45
minutes of uninterrupted
music and will be followed
that evening by The Baroque
Ensemble presenting a free
public concert at 8:15 p.m..

also in Recital Hall
The ensemble is directed
by William Pepper, assistant professor of performance studies
The use of early instruments, such as the recorder.
Baroque flute, treble viol,
viola da gamba. and harpsichord, will be included in
the concert.
A SPECIAL exhibition and
sale of original graphic
works will be presented
today in the West Corridor
of the Fine Arts Bldg . from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. by the
Tomlinson Collection.

Works by Durer. Boya,
Hammer. Picasso. Chagall,
and other masters will be
displayed, plus a selection of
etchings, woodcuts and
lithographs by distinguished
contemporaries in all price
ranges
PEOPLE WHO have
risked their jobs and reputations to help fight pollution
will be featured on "The
Turning Points." tonight at
9:30 in "They Laid It On The
Line. ' on WBGU-TV.
Channel 57.
Among the concerned individuals on the program are a

jet pilot who was fired because he refused to discharge fuel into the ocean, a
15-year-old high school student who started the first recycling operation in Cleveland, an urban planner who
lost his job after opposing
plans for a jetport. and an
82-year-old man who
deposited industrial filth
from his gutters on the
desks of officials
ALEXANDER Nevsky."
Sergei Eisenstein's 1938
masterwork about the
attack of Teutonic knights
on Russian lands in the 13th

century, will be aired at 8
p.m. tomorrow on WBGUTV. Channel 57
THE MAJOR NEWS
events of the first four
months of 1973 will be discussed on "Ohio This
Week, on WBGU-TV at
7:30 p.m. tomorrow and
again at 10 p.m. on Friday.
Among the subjects
covered will be the Watergate bugging incident, the
Equal Rights Amendment,
and possible issues and
candidates in the 1974 state:
elections
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Stickers test OWU
By Jim Hag—

THE FALCONS will have
their hands lull with two of
the Midwest Lacrosse
Association's scoring
leaders playing on the
Bishop squad. Attackman
Andy Stringer leads the
league in total points and in
assists
Another man to be
reckoned with is freshman
John Hildebrand. who is
third in the MLA in goals
scored.
Hi; assistant coach Jim
Plaunt said with the

When Bowling Green and
Ohio Wesleyan clash in
today's lacrosse game. tni.
Falcons will be Irving to
avenge last year's 13-12 loss.
The Bishops have gone
through a big change this
year, starting the season
with a new coach. Joe Horn.
Wesleyan will be coming
to BG with a 3-4 league
record. In their last game
the Bishops were upset by
Wittenberg University. 9-7

personnel both clubs have,
today's game should be the
best game Falcon fans will
see all year
Plaunt looks for a hard
fought contest with both of
the teams playing a bustletype of game
Back in the line-up for BG,
after being sidelined with a
throat infection, is
defenseman Mike Wilcox
Wilcox has lost a lot of
weight because of his
illness, and is not expected
to be playing at full strength

in today's game.
IN THE MLA race, it
looks as if Denison will win
the title outright, but the
race for second place is still
undecided
If the Falcons can get by
both Wesleyan and Ohio
State on Saturday, they
could finish in a tie with
Kenyon for the No, I spot
Today's contest is the last
MLA home game this
season, and will be played at
Perry Field. Game time is
3 30p m

Women spikers determined

You gotta have heart
By Mark Glover

Newipholo by Marcia J. Lamer

Viewers

Bowling Green lacrosse coach Mickey Cochrane muses about some passible
strategy while midfielder Oaig Heinx, left, and goaltender Al KeHy watch the
action in a recent game at Perry Field. The stickers hast Ohio Wesleyan today
at 3:30 p.m.

If you are talking about
hard work and plenty of
dedication, you may well be
describing the Bowling
Green women's track team.
In her first year as coach
uf the women's team. Kllie
Kobillard started training

Superstitious Haas leads BG
By Bob Moea
Staff Writer

Gary Haas is supcrsti
tious
He doesn't keep an eye out
lor black cats, rub a rabbit's
loot or munch on (our leal
clovers between innings of
Bowling Green baseball
games However, he does
have a belief about news
paper stories written about
him or his KG teammates
It often seems that when a
story concerning a Falcon
appears in the paper, that
player suddenly begins to
suffer all kinds ol misfortunes, be it a batting slump,
in injury or whatever Are
newspaper stories simply
jinxes''
"Like iTim) PeUonni,"
said Haas, who is the 1973
captain of the Falcons
When the paper said he
needed one more hit to
break the all-time hit
record, he went 0-for-15
before he got it
"I KNOW IT really
doesn t mean anything, but
it's happened a lot of
times "
As he concluded the
sentence, he glanced up at
the chalkboard in the 1IG
dressing room to discover a
teammate writing the big
letters H-F. X
Haas is not alone in his
superstitious beliefs In fact,
it is a rarity to find a ball
player who isn l a little
superstitious in one way or
another However, it's a bit
more difficult to tmd many
men who swing a bat like
Haas
Hitting in the No 1 position in the order through the
first 2H games of the season,
the '£> i Tin 25. not 26"i
year-old shortstop was farand away the Falcons best
hitler with a 386 average It
put him in the top 10 among
Mid American ( onference
sluggers
THIS IS A big Hep up from
last year when he hit 260 for
the MAC Champion Falcons
Kxplaming the difference
Haas said. 1 hit eighth last
year, so I only batted 123
times 1 hit a lot of good line
drives that were caught II
lour or live of those had
gotten through, it would
have raised my average
quite a bit
I'm also using a heavier
bat this year
Haas said he believes that
the type of hitter he is helps
keep his average high
"I'm not a power hitter."
Haas said
I just try to
make contact I think I'm
more versatile than the

power hitter who gets into
slumps when he can't hit the
long ball Because I can bunt
and hit to different fields. I
don'J. think I can go into a
long slump
Haas is definitely hitting
with more authority." said
HG coach Don Purvis.
Good with the glove as
well as with the bat. Haas
has been a steadying influence in the Falcon infield
Toledo Kocket coach Stan
Sanders described him as
"one of the two best fielding
shortstops in the MAC" with
his own Hon F.mch as the
other
ONE EXAMPLE of his
slick fielding came in the
tilth inning of the series
linale with Cincinnati April
11, won by the Falcons. 5-4
With one out and the bases
loaded. Haas took a ground
ball oil the bat of Jerry Lux
and. in one off-balance
motion, fired to the plate to
cut down the lead runner.
Jerry Hensley.
"It was as good a play as
vou'll ever want to see."
Purvis said It saved a run
and possibly the game "
"For some reason. I've
I wind that I've always been
able to make off balance
throws, said Haas "I don't
practice K a lot
"I don't have the greatest
arm for a shortstop, but 1 do
think I have quick hands
That helps
Because he is the old man
ol the Falcons, as well as the
team captain. Haas believes
he has a special responsibility to the team
"MY BIGGEST responsibility is to help in communication between the players
and the coach Guys sort of
look up to me because of my
Sge, so I have to sel a good
example "
"Haas is like another
road) out on the field, said
Falcon pitcher Dan llebel
He knows about everything
there is to know about baseball I've got as much
resped for him as for anybody on the team All the
players respect him
GrampS as Haas is frequently called by his mates.
caUM to the Falcons as a 23vear old Ireshman and
promptly won the Mosl
Valuable Player award
Contrary to popular belief,
he did not spend those years
between graduation from
Perrysburg s Fastwood
High School and entry into
college by doing time in the
armed service
"I WORKED several jobs
during those years. Haas

PHI MUS
are proud of their
dazzling dozen but beware
of their black hearts.

said
"Howling Green
wanted me. but wouldn't
offer me a scholarship.
When then-coach Dick
Young finally offered him
aid. Haas turned Irom
summer Softball player to
part-time softball player
and full-time Falcon
Haas is married, and the
father of a young son His
wife Sally is one of his
biggest fans and most critical analysis of his play on
the field

"She comes (Hit to a lot of
the games." Haas said
She tells me she wants me
to get a hit every time and to
never make an error. She's
critical, but she does it
jokingly."
After game one of the
Kent State series, as the
llaases and Mr and Ms.
Don Purvis were leaving
Steller Field. Haas Hour
for-f ive in the game I turned
to his wife and grimaced:

"HEY COACH," he yelled
pointing to his wife, "she
wants to know why I didn't
get five hits!"
All four just looked at
each other and laughed
As for Gary junior. Papa
Haas speaks with fatherly
pride
"He's a big boy," Haas
said. "I think he's going to
be a football player. I hope
hell play baseball, though I
won't push him "

sessions back in February
Assisted by Marianne Vest.
Judy Brause and Laureen
Missler. Kobillard conducted workouts throughout
March and April. The
training schedule soon
narrowed the team to 15.
Ilobillard credits these
women with having "real
dedication" for being able to
last through the vigorous
workout schedule
THE WOMEN have participated in two meets this
season and compete in their
third today at the Ohio University Invitational in
Athens.
At the tough Eastern
Michigan Invitational, the
small squad took a fifth
place Coming home to its
own BGSU Invitational, the
team made an impressive
showing with a second place
finish
"Several injuries have
hurt us. especially since the
squad is so small."
Kobillard said. Despite
these setbacks, a number of
impressive
performances
have been turned in.
In the sprints. Stanene
Strouss was clocked at a
quick 28 9 for the 220-yard
dash
Laurie McVicker
recorded a 12.0 in the 100yard dash.
In the field events, two
outstanding javelin tosses
were recorded Sue Kaufman and Linda Helmink
both threw the spear over 99
feet

Women win

"I AM VERY proud of
these performances as well
as the overall performance
of the whole team.'"
Kobillard said.
"Although the team is
well-balanced, 1 believe our
strength comes from our
sprinting team, with strong
help from the efforts of the
field event team
In women's track, there
are notable exceptions from
the more publicized men's
track events The sprint
events are basically the
same
However, the
hurdling events vary in
length from 80 yards to 200
meters in the women's
meets Spring relays are
usually shorter in the
women's meets, rarely
going beyond a mile relay
except in big invitationals
The rules of women's
track eliminate the hammer
throw from the field event
agenda The distance events
probably present the biggest
contrast from men's track

The women do not run any
distance over the one-mile
run
All of these exceptions
make coaching a women's
track team a whole different
style from coaching a men's
team
"Our main objectives as
coaches are to provide good
training for the girls and
working with other coaches
to schedule competitive
track meets."' Kobillard
said (letting teams for our
schedule is essential."

Canceled
Howling Ureen baseball
and tennis teams were
victims of the wet weather
yesterday and both games
were canceled. The baseball
game with Xavier will be
played tomorrow at 2 p.m.
at Steller Field The tennis
match at Toledo is
rescheduled for next
Tuesday at 2 30 pm.

Sailors 3rd at Xavier
The Bowling (Jreen sailing
team sailed to a third place
finish last weekend at the
Area B eliminations held at
Xavier University
The team, consisting of
Dennis Butts. Harry
Mahoney. Mark Koch and
Mike l-'.ililc qualified for the
Midwest Collegiate Sailing
Association Championship
to be held May 26-27 at
Michigan State
The crew of Mahonev and

Koch sailed seven races in
Division A and placed 5. 2. 2.
5. 3. 5 and 2. while in
Division B. Butts and Kahle
sailed to a fine standing with
a 5. 5. 3. 2. 3. 4 and 5
First place went to Ohio
State with Ohio Wesleyan
second These two and
Bowling Ureen will be
competing with six other
schools at Michigan State
for the Midwest Championship

News Special

Old
man

Newtpheto by Marcia J. lamer
Quick hands is what help* Bawling Green shortstop Gary
Haas make the pivot on the double play. Haas, the 'old
man' of the team at 25, has boon the best hitter this season
for Don Purvis' Falcons.

SPRINGFIELD -- The
Bowling Green women's
golf team captured the team
title al the Women's Ohio
State Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament last Thursday
by winning the first hole of
sudden death from Ohio
University Wittenberg was
third
The individual title was
won by Janice Fessel of
Mount St. Joseph College,
who defeated Jane
McCarrell of Wittenberg by
parring the third hole of a
sudden death playoff Both
had finished with 88s.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

Fact Line 372-2445

are proud of their
27 fantastic pledges!
Pally Beat
Elaine Blasko

Jan Julandet
Debbie Kindelbetgei

Annette Cocita

Patty Kohl

Pam OeBord

Barb Kuzma

Teny Otainer

Fassie Lannum

Debbie Duffy

Donna Mattetn

Janet Fleit?

Elaine Mortis

Sally Fnsch

Jinny Murphy

Pat Hettel

Cathy Kenkeit

Maty Hill

Connie Snyder

Sue Hofer

Sue Stoll
Ellen S/.itni

Joanne Jadw,s,ak

Linda Woodvvard

Barh Jewell

Debbie Zimpfer

Welcome to the spirited bunch!

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
• Laundry facilities

$130 per month
Summer Rate
(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)

Call 352-071 7
or 352-7660

1515 E. WOOSTER

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

DZ's

AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
AVAILABLE
803 & 815, 8th St.

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

"WE'RE ONLY AS GOOD
AS THE INFORMATION
WE GET'
"Help us help you by sending
us information concerning events
you are planning, on or off campus."

The Sisters Of

Alpha Chi Omega
are proud of their
Beta team for
winning the 1973

BETA 500

Dances— Films— Concerts
Parties— Bible Readings
If your posting flyers, send us one, and
we'll help spread the word.

SEND YOUR FACTS TO;
FACTLINE 806 ADMINISTRATION
BLDG. or Call 2-2445
And Let Us Know

